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Abstract

A central feature of materials synthesis is the concept of phase diagrams, which provide information
on the phases of the material at any given thermodynamic condition (i.e., state variables such as pressure,
temperature and composition). Conventional phase diagram generation involves experimentation to pro-
vide an initial estimate of the set of thermodynamically accessible phases and their boundaries, followed
by use of phenomenological models to interpolate between the available experimental data points and
extrapolate to experimentally inaccessible regions. Such an approach, combined with high throughput
first-principles calculations and data-mining techniques, has led to exhaustive thermodynamic databases
(e.g. compatible with the CALPHAD method), albeit focused on the reduced set of phases observed
at distinct thermodynamic equilibria. In contrast, materials during their synthesis, operation, or pro-
cessing, may not reach their thermodynamic equilibrium state but, instead, remain trapped in a local
(metastable) free energy minimum, which may exhibit desirable properties. A phase diagram that maps
these metastable phases and their thermodynamic behavior is highly desirable but currently lacking,
due to the vast configurational landscape. Here, we introduce an automated workflow that integrates
first-principles physics and atomistic simulations with machine learning (ML), and high-performance
computing to allow rapid exploration of the metastable phases of a given elemental composition and
construct “metastable” phase diagrams for materials far-from-equilibrium. Using carbon, a prototypical
system with a large number of metastable phases without parent in equilibrium, we demonstrate auto-
mated metastable phase diagram construction to map hundreds of metastable states ranging from near
equilibrium to those far-from-equilibrium (400 meV/atom). Moreover, we incorporate the free energy
calculations into a neural-network-based learning of the equations of state that allows for efficient con-
struction of metastable phase diagrams. We use the metastable phase diagram and identify domains of
relative stability and synthesizability of metastable materials. High temperature high pressure experi-
ments using a diamond anvil cell on graphite sample coupled with high-resolution transmission electron
microscopy (HRTEM) confirm our metastable phase predictions. In particular, we identify the previously
ambiguous structure of n-diamond as a cubic-analog of diaphite-like lonsdaelite phase. The workflow
presented here is general and broadly applicable to other chemical systems.

1 Introduction

Materials synthesis traditionally relies on “thermodynamic phase diagrams” to provide information about
the stable phases as a function of various intensive state properties such as temperature, pressure, and
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chemical composition. The conventional method for generating a phase diagram involves experimentation to
provide an initial estimate of phase boundaries followed by the use of phenomenological models to interpolate
the available experimental data points and extrapolate to experimentally inaccessible regions. Such an
approach combined with atomistic simulations and recent data-mining techniques has led to well-established
exhaustive thermodynamic databases [1–3] for different materials—albeit limited to phases observed near
thermodynamic equilibria. However, following synthesis and processing, or during operation, materials may
be trapped in local minima of the energy landscape, that is, in metastable states (see Figure 1(a)). Solid
carbon is a prototypical system exhibiting such behavior, with numerous known metastable allotropes at room
temperature and atmospheric pressure. Importantly, these allotropes have wide-ranging properties, from
metals [4–7], semiconductors [8], topological insulators [9–11], to wide band gap insulators [12]. Similarly, a
vast and rich phase space of metastable structures for multi-component materials exists, some of these phases
with potentially desirable properties, driving the need to go beyond near-equilibrium materials. Exhaustive
“metastable phase diagrams”, mapping the equation of states for phases without parent in thermodynamic
equilibrium, are hence highly desirable.

Predicting, identifying, and mapping the free energy of metastable materials is a non-trivial and data-
intensive task. The first challenge is to employ an efficient structure optimization algorithm capable of
identifying both global (ground state) and local (metastable) minima of the energy landscapes in the con-
figurational space. The next challenge is to map the free energy surface (i.e. the equation of state) for
each of these metastable phases as a function of the intensive thermodynamic state variables (P , T and
X), over the range in which the phase information is desired. This step quickly becomes computationally
prohibitive for large numbers of metastable configurations, and, in practice, requires a surrogate model, to
approximate the free energy calculations of more expensive first-principles based approach (e.g. ab-initio
molecular dynamics). After the equation of state for all the phases is computed, the final challenge is to
classify and identify the phase boundaries and the domains of metastable equilibrium, i.e. the areas of the
phase diagram in which a metastable structure is dynamically decoupled from lower energy structures.

Here, we report an automated framework that addresses the above challenges by integrating an evolution-
ary algorithm with first-principles calculations, machine learning (ML), and high-performance computing to
allow the exploration of the metastable materials and construct their phase diagrams. Our framework allows
curation of metastable structures from published literature/databases and concurrently enables automatic
discovery, identification, and exploration of the metastable phases of a material, and ‘learns’ their equations
of state through a deep neural network. We apply our framework to the case of carbon –a system well-known
to exhibit a large number of metastable allotropes –and map its metastable phase diagram in a large range
of temperatures (0-3000 K), pressure (0- 100 GPa) and excess free energy (up to 400 meV/atom above
thermodynamic equilibrium). Importantly, we show that the proximal phases to thermodynamic equilib-
rium (within ∼140 meV/atom) can be observed experimentally in high pressure high temperature (HPHT)
processing of graphite. In particular, we identify a new cubic-diaphite metastable configuration that ex-
plains the diffraction pattern of the previously reported n-diamond [13], demonstrating the potential of our
approach to guide the synthesis of materials beyond equilibrium. We also demonstrate that our metastable
phase diagrams can be used to identify both the relative stability of the various metastable phases as well
as domains of synthesizability.

2 Method

Our workflow is summarized in Figure 1. We construct metastable phase diagrams with the chemical
information of the periodic system as input, along with the range of pressure and temperature of interest.

As explained in detail below, we identify the metastable phases by sampling the configurational landscape
at fixed thermodynamic conditions. The ground and metastable states at a given set of thermodynamic
conditions (T, P ) correspond to global and local minima of the free energy in the configurational space,
G({ri}, a, b, c, α, β, γ), where a, b, c, α, β, γ are the lattice parameters and {ri} are the position of the basis
atoms. We then compute, at the identified minima, the Gibbs free energy in the thermodynamic space as
function of intensive variables G(T, P ); the free energy and the relative energetic ordering of its minima
varies with (T, P ) as illustrated in Figure 1 (a),(b). Upon identification, the free energy and stability of
these phases at (T, P ) is represented as a graph (Figure 1(c)) with nodes corresponding to the free energy
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Figure 1: Our automated AI workflow for construction of metastable phase diagrams. (a) and
(b) Schematic illustration of the free energy landscape in the configurational space at different conditions
(T1, P1), (T2, P2). The phases corresponding to the minima are labeled χ, ψ, ω. GS, M1 and M2 stand for
ground state, near-equilibrium and far-from equilibrium metastable phases; (c) Graph representation of the
energy landscape. Nodes correspond to the phases and the edges contain the barrier height; (d) Equation of
state for χ, ψ and ω (e) Illustration of the metastable phase diagram as a function of ∆G; (f) Our workflow
to identify metastable configurations and construct the metastable phase diagram

of the phases and the edges to the free energy barrier connecting them. This discrete thermodynamics
representation is made continuous as a function of (T, P ), and the crossing points in equation of states are
automatically identified. Finally, we generate the full metastable phase diagram, P (T, P,∆G), where P is
the most energetic phase within a free energy ∆G with respect to ground state at a given (T, P,∆G).

2.1 Evolutionary structure prediction

The first step in our workflow is to identify the periodic structures that are energetically favorable for a given
chemical composition. We use an evolutionary search based on genetic algorithm – known to be efficient
for periodic systems [14–18]. Briefly, evolutionary algorithms optimize the atomic arrangement {r1,r2,...rn}
and the lattice parameters (a, b, c, α, β, γ) of a population of structures over different regions of the energy
landscape through genetic variations and selections over successive iterations. Hence, evolutionary algorithms
are naturally suited to locate candidate metastable phases over the configurational space by evolving a
pool of structures at the same time. Although G includes both the temperature(-TS) and pressure (PV )
contributions, for computational cost efficiency, we only include the effect of finite pressure in the selection
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of the offspring structures, by optimizing enthalpy at 0 K and fixed pressure, H(T = 0K,P ) –the entropic
contributions being integrated at subsequent steps of our workflow.

We perform evolutionary structure search at several different pressures (P = 0GPa, P = 10GPa &
P = 100GPa) independently by minimizing H(T = 0K,P ). More details regarding the evolutionary
algorithm such as the genetic operations performed, selection criteria and other relevant parameters can be
found in the supporting information (SI), section S1. All the distinct phases encountered during the search
and their corresponding enthalpy values are recorded. Candidate metastable phases for further free energy
calculations are identified from a collated list of structures from several independent evolutionary structure
search at different pressures.

2.2 Metastable phase identification

Diamond and graphite are the ground state phases observed in experimental equilibrium phase diagram [19]
of carbon. Apart from the equilibrium phases, our evolutionary search also identified metastable structures
like the hexagonal diamond (lonsdaleite), several stacking combinations of cubic and hexagonal diamond
(stacking disorder), distorted cubic diamond, distorted hexagonal diamond (diaphite), which are also ob-
served in our HPHT experiments (Figure 3). In addition, we also identify Z-carbon [20, 21], F-carbon [22, 23],
G-21 [24], 10B [25], bct-carbon [26, 27] and several other theoretically predicted phases of carbon (see SI,
Table S1 for complete list) within the Samara Carbon Allotrope Database(SACADA) [28, 29]. At a given
pressure, the structure with minimum enthalpy (Hground) is the ground state at 0 K – in the case of carbon,
graphite at 0 GPa. At 0 K, we have H(T = 0K,P ) = G(T = 0K,P ). Hence, we can use a cutoff criteria
based on H(T = 0K,P ) to screen the candidate metastable phases for the subsequent free energy calcula-
tion. We define a ∆Hcut−off and only include structures whose enthalpy satisfies H < Hground+∆Hcut−off

for the free energy calculation. In the present work, we set ∆Hcut−off = 670meV/atom, comparable to
excess enthalpy of C60 fullerene (∆HC60 = 608meV/atom) that, we hypothesize, should be large enough
to include the thermodynamically relevant metastable structures. Among the selected structures, we group
geometrically similar and layered structures (for example hexagonal graphite, orthorhombic graphite, rhom-
bohedral graphite) based on the radial distribution function, angular distribution function (see SI, section
S1.2) which further reduces the number of candidate structures for free energy calculation. After performing
the above selection and grouping of structures, we narrow down to 505 candidate metastable structures for
free energy calculations.

2.3 Free energy calculation and phase diagrams

The candidate structures obtained after performing the previous steps are entirely based on the enthalpy
values at 0 K. However, the metastability of a structure at a finite temperature is determined based on
the Gibbs free energy G(T, P ). The Gibbs free energy of each candidate screened from the previous step
is computed across the temperature and pressure range of interest. The entropic part of the Gibbs free
energy (−TS(T, P )) is obtained by modeling the atomic vibrations as a system of harmonic oscillators.
The methodology for computing the vibrational free energy using DFT can be found in SI (section S1.3).
The DFT calculations were performed using VASP package [31] and the phonon spectra is calculated using
the PHONOPY package [32]. We note that the harmonic model employed here neglects the anharmonic
effects. The crystalline carbon phases considered here are expected to be weakly anharmonic to an extent
that harmonic model is a good approximation [33]. For disordered and amorphous systems exhibiting non-
negligible degree of anharmonicity, their free energy contribution should be included using an appropriate
method [33].

The phase diagram is constructed by comparing the G(T, P ) of the candidate structures at a given (T, P ).
The difference in free energies between phases correspond to the energy separation of their respective minima
in the configurational space ({ri}, a, b, c, α, β, γ) at a given (T, P ) (Figure 1(c),(d)). The final stage in our
workflow is to clearly identify the phase boundaries as a function of (T, P,∆G) separating the different
phases. We use a multiclass SVM[34–38] (MSVM), using a non-homogeneous 3rd order polynomial kernel,
which can classify multiple classes (phases) without relying on decomposition techniques (see SI, section S2).
The final equilibrium and metastable phase diagram with the decision boundaries drawn using MSVM are
shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Machine learning a metastable phase diagram for carbon. (a) Phases that appear within
∆G ≤ 220meV/atom; (b) equilibrium phase diagram with boundary fitted using MSVM. Equilibrium phase
diagrams matches with the experimental phase diagram[19, 30]; (c),(d) & (e) metastable phase diagram (at
a ∆G of 40, 140 and 220 meV/atom respectively) showing metastability of phases listed above. Regions
where no metastable phase is present other than the ground state are shaded in grey
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2.4 Phase-dependent equations of state through Deep Neural Networks

As shown below, recently developed machine learning (ML) methods [39–42] for developing inter-atomic
potentials [43–46] or estimating atomistic or molecular properties [47–49] can be used to compute Gibbs free
energy as a continuous function of T, P . In particular, the equation of state of a phase can be predicted
directly given only the 0 K structural information of a phase, allowing us to quickly estimate a (T, P ) region
wherein a specific phase has low Gibbs free energy, and can be potentially realized in the experiments.

Deep neural networks (DNN) have been shown to show superior performance as compared to other re-
gression techniques, particularly for problems that involve large volumes of data [39]. Thus, here, we develop
a DNN model that takes as an input the smooth overlap of atomic positions (SOAP) representation [50] of
a phase, along with T and P information. The DNN is trained on the Gibbs free energy data of 273 phases
out of the 505 carbon phases. Regularization techniques, such as dropout and early stopping, were utilized
to avoid overfitting. Some important low energy metastable phases, namely, n-diamond (S291), stacking
fault diamond (S132) and 6B (S389), were intentionally left out from the training process and were used to
evaluate the DNN performance. More details on the DNN architecture, training, and the SOAP descriptor
are provided in the SI (section S4).

The phase diagrams constructed only considering the phases identified in this work are shown in SI
(section S5). However, using the DNN, we can rapidly screen the energetically relevant structures within
SACADA database, not identified by our evolutionary search, and include them as well in the metastable
phase diagrams. We perform explicit DFT calculation for those SACADA structures with sizes similar to
the training set (less than 20 atoms/unitcell) and DNN predicted free energies less than 250 meV/atom with
respect to cubic diamond. The metastable phase diagram, inclusive of the SACADA screened structures (18
phases), is shown in Figure 2.

3 Results

3.1 Equilibrium phase diagram

We first validate our workflow by constructing equilibrium phase diagram and comparing against the ex-
perimental graphite-diamond phase boundary [19, 30]. The color of the region in (T, P ) phase diagram
correspond to the color of the structures shown in Figure 2(a). As expected, from the experimental phase
diagram [19, 51], the cubic diamond phase is dominant at high pressure whereas graphite is more stable in
the low-pressure region. Importantly, our predicted diamond-graphite phase boundary matches excellently
with experimental phase boundary [19] (dashed line in Figure 2(c)).

The experimental phase diagram reported by Bundy [52], and later by others [19, 53, 54], describes two
different crystallographic forms of diamond, namely the predominant “cubic” diamond alongside small frac-
tions of “hexagonal” diamond. While cubic-diamond has a “ABCABC” stacking sequence of atomic layers,
hexagonal-diamond exhibits “ABAB” stacking. Although we compute the free energies individually, the
different polytypes (4H, 6H, 15R, 21R etc.) of hexagonal and cubic stacking combinations are collectively
referred to as “stacking disorder” diamond in this work. We note that the stacking disorders in diamond
are marginally stabilized (∆G/kBT < 0.2) at high temperatures (T >1000K) and moderate to high pres-
sures (P >50GPa)(see SI section S3). The formation of mixtures of hexagonal and cubic diamond during
high-pressure-high-temperature treatment of graphite have been reported by many others [55–65]. These
observations are not surprising considering that the energetic differences between the stacking disorder and
pure cubic diamond are only 0.2 × kBT or less. Such a small difference increases the likelihood (discussed
below) of forming these phases at high temperatures.

3.2 Metastable phase diagram

We next construct the metastable phase diagram of carbon. We define the quantity ∆G
MSj

GSi
= GMSj

−GGSi

as the difference in Gibbs free energy between a metastable structure MSj and the ground state GSi at

given temperature and pressure, with ∆GGSi

GSi
(T, P ) = 0 and ∆G

MSj

GSi
(T, P ) > 0 if MSj and GSi are distinct

phases.
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The probability of occurrence of a metastable phase at a given temperature T is proportional to exp(−
∆G

MSj

GSi

kBT
).

We therefore construct a ∆G(T, P ) surface, the projections of which can be used to derive the metastable
phase diagram as a function of the degree of non-equilibrium from the corresponding equilibrium phase. We
define metastable phase diagram as the phase diagram obtained by projecting on T − P plane, the phase

MSj with closest ∆G
MSj

GSi
(T, P ) value compared to a given degree of non-equilibrium, ∆G, and satisfies

∆G
MSj

GSi
(T, P ) < ∆G. In other words, by varying ∆G, we are effectively taking slices of the overlaid free

energy landscape (Figure 1(e) & Figure 4(a)) of all the structures. We do not exclude any phase during the
construction of metastable phase diagram and compare the free energies of all the structures. The metastable
phase diagrams represent the most energetic phase accessible within that ∆G. Experimentally, such phases
can be accessed by using pulsed laser heating, in which the system undergoes phase transformation with the
pulse providing the excitation energy to transition between local minima of the free energy (Figure 1(c)).

The metastable phase diagram of carbon at ∆G equal to 40, 140 and 220 meV/atom (Figure 2(b),(c) and
(d)) shows the appearance of metastable phases and their regions of metastability with respect to ground
state. The stacking disorders in diamond is within ∆G =40 meV/atom with respect to pure cubic dia-
mond. The lonsdaelite like hexagonal-diaphite phase and distorted cubic n-diamond, both of which also
observed during high-pressure-high-temperature processing of graphite (see below), appears at a ∆G =140
meV/atom. At further higher ∆G =220 meV/atom, we observe several different metastable phases, which
were also theoretically predicted, such as G92, G173, G178, G21, G120 [24], W-carbon [66, 67], H-carbon [68]
and C2/m-16 [69] phase. Beyond demonstrating the phase diversity, the metastable phase diagram allows to
determine an effective “low free-energy projection” of the phases likely to be kinetically stabilized for a set
of experimental conditions (as shown in section 3.3). Such representation of the metastability of different
phases allows one to deduce the temperature-pressure ranges at which a phase is likely to be stabilized –and
an estimate of minimum excitation energies (from ∆G) required to synthesize a metastable phase, thus
guiding experiments at favorable conditions for synthesis.

We use the information derived from the metastable phase diagram to explain the experimental obser-
vations during laser heating induced phase transformation of hexagonal graphite in a pressurized diamond
anvil cell [70, 71]. As described in Ref [71] and Ref [70], the graphite crystal was heated to ≈1400 K by
a YAG laser at the center of crystal. Due to Gaussian distribution of laser spot, a temperature gradient
exists from the center to outside within a single laser spot in a given sample. In these recovered samples
with incomplete conversion of diamond, several metastable phases were identified by HRTEM as shown in
Figure 3. When pressurized, the graphite layers slide with respect to each other to form orthorhombic and
rhombohedral graphite (Figure 3(a)) [70, 74–76]. With further increase in temperature, the orthorhombic
and rhombohedral graphite layers buckle to form interlayer bonds resulting in the formation of hexagonal
or cubic diamond respectively [74, 75, 77–83]. In practice, both the transformation pathways occur simul-
taneously, resulting in an intergrowth of cubic and hexagonal diamond [57, 72, 82, 84, 85], also known as
the stacking disorder (shown in Figure 3(c)). As evidenced in Ref [71], the hexagonal diamond is actually a
diaphite-like lonsdaelite phase with two different bond lengths [71]. One can again interpret this observation
with the aid of our metastable phase diagram. Our structure model (S353) can explain experimental data
in Ref [71] (see SI,section S19). The diaphite phase is easily accessible under the experimental conditions
used (20 GPa, 1400 K) since it is metastable with ∆G=140 meV/atom (purple region in Figure 2(d)) which
is ≈ 0.86 × kBT . We conjecture that graphite undergoes phase transformation, triggered by the excitation
in experiments, into a accessible metastable phase which can be represented as excitation induced hopping
from the global minima to a local minimum in the free energy landscape.

Furthermore, we observe a new cubic-diamond like phase exhibiting the same diffraction pattern as the
previously reported n-diamond [13]. New diamond (n-diamond) was proposed as a new carbon allotrope; its
electron diffraction pattern matches that of cubic (Fd-3m) diamond apart from some additional reflections
that are forbidden for diamond, indexed as {200}, {222} and {420}. The speculation of this new allotrope
was first reported in 1991 [13], but the exact crystal structure of n-diamond has remained as a controversy
despite several attempts to explain the n-diamond diffraction pattern[86–89]. Here, we attempt to explain
the crystal structure of the metastable n-diamond using our metastable phase diagrams. Among all the
phases that appear near the experimental conditions (≈20 GPa, 1400K) in the metastable phase diagram
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Figure 3: High-resolution TEM images of metastable phases of carbon:(a) Orthorhombic-graphtie
with AB’ stacking pattern and rhombohedral-graphite with ABC stacking along with the experimental and
simulated diffraction patterns (blue circles) [70]; (b) Hexagonal-diaphite and cubic-Diaphite along with the
experimental and simulated diffraction patterns(blue circles) [71]; (c) Different combinations of stacking
patterns resulting from the simultaneous inter-growth of hexagonal and cubic-diamond [72, 73].

at ∆G ≈ 100 meV/atom (Figure 2(e)), the diffraction pattern of S291 phase matches excellently with ex-
periments (Figure 3(b)). The S291 phase is a cubic analog of the diaphite-like lonsdaelite phase with two
different bond lengths (section S11 in SI). Similar to the diaphite-like lonsdaelite phase, cubic-diaphite is
dynamically stable and has no imaginary phonon modes under a highly anisotropic pressure (section S11
in SI). Such anisotropic pressure can be explained by the buckling of basal planes, which induce collapse
of c axis, equivalent to a huge increase in pressure in the out-of-plane direction. In fact, many rhombus
voids within a single crystal, resulting from anisotropic pressure differentials, have been reported in diamond
anvil experiments [70]. It is predicted that n-diamond nucleates at these bent areas [90]. The observation
of n-diamond phase as nanodomains with a size of ∼100 nm suggests that they are not just defective cubic
diamond and can potentially be stabilized as a standalone phase. Our experimental observation suggests
that structure of n-diamond is a cubic diaphite with two different sp3 bond lengths, which has not been
reported before. This interpretation of the structure of cubic diaphite (n-diamond) can aid in synthesizing
better quality n-diamond, as well as to understand the graphite-diamond transformation mechanism.

Hence, our framework not only correctly reproduces the dominant diamond and graphite phase in the
equilibrium phase diagram, but also explains the observation of metastable phases in HPHT experiments.
While one can do ad-hoc structure optimization to match experimental HRTEM images, the use of metastable
phase diagram not only accelerates phase identification by narrowing down the phase space but more im-
portantly aids in discovering novel polymorphs.
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Mapping the metastable phase diagram and inspecting the neighboring phases provides insight into
possible phase transformations pathways and assists in selecting the appropriate starting material for targeted
synthesis, thus accelerating computer-aided materials discovery.

4 Discussion

4.1 Domains of relative stability

The metastable phase diagrams discussed above were generated by comparing the free energies of all the
candidate phases. Often, materials scientists find it useful to consider only a select few phases of interest
and inspect their relative probability of formation. For example, one may consider only two phases involved
in a phase transition and study their relative stability, to estimate the phase transition line. The probability
of observing a phase at a given pressure and temperature depends on its relative stability with respect to
the competing phases. Figure 4(a) shows the free energy profile, at P = 6.25 GPa, of the near equilibrium
metastable phases and some representative far from equilibrium metastable phases (S228, S32). The points
where any two pair of lines intersect is the phase boundary between the corresponding phases. Free energies of
distinct phases are separated by a finite ∆G (the degree of non-equilibrium). The relative stability can also be
considered as the projection, on the T−P plane, of the distances between the free energy surfaces G(T, P ) for
each phase. Figure 4(b) shows the map of the difference in the free energies ∆G = Ghex−diamond−Gdiaphite.
Experimentally, diaphite is observed at moderate pressures and high temperatures whereas high pressure
conditions predominantly yield hexagonal diamond. Such information about the relative stability can aid
in driving the synthesis process to yield a desired metastable phase, as opposed to a mixture of phases, by
appropriately tuning the experimental conditions.

4.2 Transformation barriers between metastable phases

We note that our metastable phase diagrams, like any other phase diagram, contain information regarding
the thermodynamics of the phases and only partial information regarding kinetics. In practice, the actual
excitation required to overcome the kinetic barriers for phase transformation are larger than ∆G. Once a list
of competing metastable phases are identified over a (T, P ) of interest, an approximate energy barrier across
any pair of phases can be estimated by matching the crystal structure on to each other using the algorithm
proposed by V. Stevanović et. al [91] and computing the energies of the images across the transformation
pathway (see SI, section S9 for more details). As an example, the transformation barriers for metastable
hexagonal diamond, bct-C and Z-carbon phases, starting from ground state cubic-diamond and graphite, are
shown in Figure 4(d). We construct a discrete thermodynamic graph representation (Figure 4(c)) where the
nodes represent individual phases and the length of the edges are proportional to the transformation barriers.
Based on this graph, we find lower transformation barrier for graphite to Z-carbon phase vs. cubic diamond
to Z-carbon signifying graphite to be a preferred starting material for realizing the Z-carbon metastable
phase. On the other hand, cubic diamond would be relatively a better starting material to form bct-C.
Building such a network of metastable phases, related by their transformations pathways, can thus serve as
a kinetics based guide in determining the starting material during synthesis of a desired metastable phase.
We also note that while the method proposed in Ref [91] allows us to quickly estimate the approximate kinetic
barriers by matching the crystal structures, a more accurate barrier height along with the minimum energy
pathway and saddle point can be obtained from higher fidelity solid state nudged elastic band (SSNEB) [92]
calculations, once the competing transformations are identified above. As an example, we perform SSNEB
calculation to compare graphite to hexagonal-diamond transformation with graphite to Z-carbon (see SI
section S17). The graphite to Z-carbon transformation has a larger kinetic barrier (Ebarrier = 0.47eV/atom)
compared to graphite to hexagonal diamond transformation (Ebarrier = 0.40eV/atom), in agreement with
the findings using Stevanovic’s method (0.68eV/atom and 0.52eV/atom respectively). All the kinetic barriers
computed here correspond to the concerted transformation mechanism.
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Figure 4: Information extracted from metastable phase diagram. Relative stability of metastable
phases: (a) G(T, P = 6.25GPa) of equilibrium and some representative metastable phases; (b) Relative
stability between hexagonal diamond (green) and diaphite (purple) computed as ∆G = Ghexagonal−Gdiaphite;
(d) Transformation barriers to hexagonal diamond, bct-Carbon and Z-carbon metastable phases, starting
from cubic-diamond and graphite, are used to construct a discrete (c) thermodynamic graph representing the
transformation pathways and their respective barriers; (e) Domains of synthesizability based on dynamical
stability for metastable phases S32, S54 and S125 respectively
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4.3 Domains of synthesizability

The possibility of observing a phase at a given T and P depends on whether the crystal structure is retained
or deformed due to melting or dynamical instability. In other words, the synthesizability is fundamentally
limited by dynamical stability. We determine the dynamical stability of the metastable phases by inspecting
the mean square deviation (MSD) of the atoms during MD simulations, performed over the temperature
and pressure range of interest, using the long-range bond-order potential for carbon (LCBOP) [93]. The
LCBOP potential reproduces the equilibrium phase diagram of carbon [30] and captures the equation of
states of the phases (see SI, section S7) considered in Figure 4(e). A metastable phase is considered as
dynamically unstable if the MSD is greater than 0.1 Å. In the context of Lindemann melting criteria [94, 95],
our choice of MSD cutoff corresponds to a Lindemann parameter of δL = 0.175. Here, we define domain of
synthesizability as the region in the (T, P ) space where a phase is dynamically stable. Figure 4(e) shows the
domains of synthesizability of S32, S54 and S125. While the synthesizability of phase S32 and S54 is pressure
limited, S125 is temperature limited. It should be noted that staying within the domain of synthesizability is
a necessary, but not a sufficient condition for successful synthesis as there may be other factors limiting the
synthesis. Similar upper limits for synthesizability, but based on the energetics of the amorphous phase, has
been proposed in the past [96]. When a metastable phase is driven into a region of dynamically instability,
it may transform into a neighboring metastable phase in the energy landscape or undergo melting to form
an amorphous phase. Such theoretical bounds on the state variables (T, P ), where a phase is likely to be
stabilized, are instructive for synthesizing a metastable phase of interest.

4.4 Accelerating construction of metastable phase diagrams using machine learn-

ing

The generation of metastable phase diagram relies on expensive free energy computations for a large number
of competing phases. Using ML based surrogate models, we show that this process can be accelerated, and
surrogate models that predict G(T, P ) can be constructed. Figure 5 presents the performance of the DNN
model trained to predict G(T, P ) given only the structural information in the form of SOAP descriptor. The
parity plots in Figure 5(a) demonstrate the prediction accuracy (mean absolute error, MAE) achieved by the
DNN model on the training as well as the test set. Notably, n-diamond (S291) , S455 and 6B (S389) data
were part of the test set and the good DNN performance for these cases illustrates its capability to capture
the free energy surface of carbon. Further, in Figure 5(b) we show that our DNN model is able to accurately
predict the equation of state of phases in the test set, given only their structural information. The overall
MAE across all phases in the test set was 37.1 meV/atom (see section S4 in SI) and was found to perform
significantly superior to another baseline DNN model, which was fit to the coefficients of the free energy
surface assuming its quadratic dependence with P and T. In many cases, high errors in the free energy
predictions were observed at relatively higher pressures, as partially captured in Figure 5. We note that
learning Gibbs free energy as opposed to the potential energy or the enthalpy of a phase is fundamentally
more challenging as it involves 2nd order derivatives with respect to energy. However, the encouraging
performance of the DNN model on the test set indicates the overall promise of this approach. Once such a
surrogate model is trained, the free energy landscape of any new phase can be predicted orders of magnitude
faster using only the structural information, thus, speeding up the process of constructing metastable phase
diagrams.

5 Conclusion

In summary, we introduce an alternate representation of metastability by providing a free energy scale
which helps identify both the metastable phase location and its extent of non-equilibrium. Such a repre-
sentation is far more informative with regard to designing experiments and accelerating the discovery of
metastable phases, which often display exotic properties. Our automated workflow allows for construction
of a “metastable phase diagram” by combining several synergistic computational approaches including a
structural search based on genetic algorithms, deep learning accelerated high-throughput free energy calcu-
lations and multiclass support vector machines to classify phase boundaries. We demonstrate the efficacy
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Figure 5: Performance of the DNN model to predict Gibbs free energy of different phases of

Carbon. (a) Parity plot demonstrating prediction accuracy of DNN model against reference Gibbs energy
dataset for different phases of C in the test or training set (inset). For better comparison, the range of x-
and y-axes is kept consistent in the inset and the main panels. (b) Gibbs free energy predictions for the
W-carbon, n-diamond (291) and 6B (389) phases for various temperature and pressures. Although these
phases were part of the test set, DNN predicts their equation of states accurately. The blue arrows in panel
(b) indicate the direction of increasing pressure. Abbreviation: MAE, mean absolute error.

of our computational approach by using a representative single component carbon system, whose equilib-
rium and metastable phases have been well studied in the past. We successfully predict the equilibrium
phase diagrams, and using our metastable phase diagram, explain several experimental observations during
high-pressure-high-temperature processing of graphite in diamond anvil cell. We propose a cubic-diaphitine
structure, as a candidate phase to explain the diffraction pattern of n-diamond. In addition, we demonstrate
that information about the relative stability of metastable phases and their synthesizability can be parsed
from the metastable phase diagram. We also show that the phase diagram construction can be accelerated by
orders of magnitude with the help of a surrogate ML model, which can reliably predict the equation of states,
given only the structural information. Our framework lay the groundwork for computer-aided discovery and
design of synthesizable metastable materials. Our data-driven approach is fairly general and applicable to
other chemical systems systems with negligible configurational entropy and weak anharmonicity.
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Extended figures

Extended Figure E1: The transformation barriers ((c),(f)) are obtained by matching the crystal structure
onto each other and computing the energies of the linearly interpolated images across the transformation
pathway. The geometries of the initial, intermediate and final images for graphite to bct-carbon, graphite
to Z-carbon, c-diamond to bct-carbon, and c-diamond to Z-carbon, are shown in panel (a),(b),(d)&(e)
respectively
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